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About the Book

Trisha Portman, the protagonist of Enter Sandman, seems to have the perfect life: good looks, a dream job at a hot 

Soho art gallery, a handsome boyfriend, devoted friends. But she's still waiting for her big break. One day a mysterious 

painting addressed to her arrives at the gallery --- a work that might just catapult her to the top. Instead, it takes her on a 

disturbing odyssey.

Her search for the anonymous artist brings her back to her college days and to James Morales, her heavy-metal nemesis 

and a misanthrope extraordinaire. A brilliant artist, he has rejected art for finance; for some unfathomable reason, he 

refuses to use his gift.

Fate had thrown this pair together in college, and now their prickly relationship resumes in New York City. As young 

professionals, their notions of success are as conflicted as their personalities. Once Trisha takes a step into James's 

tormented life, however, she finds an unlikely soul mate, one who helps her through a life-altering misfortunate.

Stephanie Williams, in this unforgettable first novel, explores the tyranny of the superficial, the power of friendship --- 

and the mystery of what people choose to leave behind.

Discussion Guide

1. Trisha Portman is serious about herself, her work, and her relationships. How does this seriousness play itself out in 

contradictory ways? In what ways do you find her typical of many young women today?

2. The friendship between Nat and Trisha seems an unlikely alliance. What makes it work?

3. Trisha has a list of attributes she's looking for in a man: someone who's artistic, kind, and passionate about something. 
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She says she's "flexible on looks." Is she really? Where do Trish's ideals lead her?

4. James Morales is a complex character. Is he a demon or damaged goods? How does your opinion about him change? 

What are some of his redeeming traits?

5. The lives of Trisha and James keep intersecting at important moments. At what point do you think Trisha might be 

starting to care about James? Yet why do Trisha and James keep repelling each other?

6. One theme of the story is the tyranny of the superficial. Once Trisha realizes that she's dying of cancer, she sees James 

completely differently. Do you think it takes something that extreme to empathize with someone like James?

7. How do you feel about James's rejection of his art? Do you think he should have exploited his ability? Does his past 

justify the brutality with which he rejects his talent?

8. After Trisha is ill, she asks James for help, including shaving her head once her hair starts falling out. Finally, she 

demands that he paint her portrait. What is the significance of that collaboration? How does it explain the beginning of 

the book? Do you think that Trisha is in agony or ecstasy?

9. What do you think happens at the very end? Is Trisha hallucinating? Does James give her the drugs? Do you think 

suicide is a reasonable solution to Trisha's and James's problems?

10. The author, Stephanie Williams, died of breast cancer at the age of 33, weeks after this books was published. 

Although Enter Sandman is a work of fiction, she was experiencing the ravages of cancer while she wrote this book. 

Does knowing the plight of the author enhance the reading of this novel?

11. An important theme of this novel is the idea of leaving something behind after you die. If you knew you had a short 

time to live, what would you want to leave behind?

Author Bio

Matthew Kneale, the author of several novels, lives in Italy. English Passengers is his American debut. 

Critical Praise

"If Sex and the City had a heart, as well as a grin and an attitude, it would be Enter Sandman, written by Stephanie 

Williams. This is a funny and tragic and game book by a game and accomplished girl. Correction: A game and funny 

and tragic story written with style by a woman in full."
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